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Abstract
i want to shake the world make its four billion Beans pound Their heads together until the
rattle so prevails that what was once quo is no longer status...
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i want to shake the world 
make its four billion Beans 
pound Their heads together 
until the rattle so prevails 
that what was once quo 
is no longer status. 
let Them look upon me 
and feel my shadow over Themselves 
may They see the holes throughout myself 
that They put in me 
as Their mold was so bizarre 
my body was pierced, punctured, perforated. 
god! it hurts tremendously 
not because i am holy 
but They are stilling the world 
all that dares move is broken 
then rebuilt so the mold will not puncture 
and the earth will stop moving; as will hearts. 
i want to grab Their earth by a pole 
to wave it over my head 
until the rattle i create 
is drowned out by Their roar 
and the mold is lost in the chaos 
then the world can turn some more. 
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